Intercambioidiomas

Verb + preposition 3

Add the preposition to the verb (fill the gap with the missing preposition):

1. care ___ (someone/something/topic)
2. comment ___ (topic)
3. compare (something) ___ (something else)
4. complain ___ (someone) about (something)
5. concentrate ___ ([doing] something)
6. congratulate (someone) ___ ([doing] something)
7. consist ___ (some things)
8. consent ___ ([doing] something)
9. contribute ___ (something)
10. count ___ (someone) to (do something)
11. cover (something) ___ (something else)

*now, speaking with your partner. Test their prepositions
Answer sheet

1. about
2. on
3. to/with
4. about
5. on
6. for/on
7. of
8. to
9. to
10. on
11. with